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Hurricanes hit home for LIU students
by Cory Robertson
Staff W riter

While many Lawrentians enjoyed a placid or
even boring end to summer vacation, those in
Jamaica and Florida found themselves under the
threat of natural disaster.
Hurricane Charley, a Category 4 hurricane on
a 1-5 scale, hit Florida in mid-August and was fol
lowed by the slightly milder Hurricanes Frances
and Ivan in early September. When Hurricane
Ivan hit Jamaica, however, it rose to Category 5,
earning the well-deserved nickname "Ivan the
Terrible." Both Jamaica and Florida will undergo
extensive restoration efforts in an attempt to
recover from the devastation of this summer’s hur
ricanes.
Sophomore Megan Allen arrived in Miami to
visit a fellow Lawrentian the day before Frances
hit. Houses were already boarded up, she said, and
everyone was panicking because news reports pre
dicted the hurricane would be deadly. Although the
hurricane did not hit as hard as expected, power
outages and shortages of gasoline and water were
prevalent. Not surprisingly, Allen's visit was not
quite what she had been planning. "We sat around
in [junior George Bamos] apartment with his
family and tried to keep ourselves sane."
Junior Jeff Lindholm's experience with
Hurricane Frances was dramatic, though not lifethreatening. At his house in Fort Myers, Fla.,
Lindholm reported that "when the wind ripped
across the walls, it sounded like our house was

sticking its head out of a fast-moving car." In his restored and his family was finally able to watch
backyard, trees snapped and blew over and shin the news on television, they were amazed at the
gles were tom offthe roof. In other areas, Lindholm images they saw, such as an entire half of a house
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met one woman based in New York and Florida
who, after extensive delays, was willing to board
almost any plane, regardless of destination.
Although Swire and Ritch stress that the hur
ricane could have been much worse, they are high
ly aware of the setbacks it will cause their country.
Swire points out that while Florida was also
impacted by the hurricanes, it is one state in a
large country and thus possesses a vast network of
support. Jamaica, on the other hand, is truly an
island unto itself; it is a small country that has
only its own resources to rely upon.
The exchange rate between the U.S. and
Jamaica will drop significantly, making Lawrence
tuition harder for Jamaican students to pay. "It's
going to be much more difficult to keep us here,"
said Swire. Not to mention the effects on Jamaica
itself — businesses will suffer and foreign invest
ment will be lost because of the monetary strain of
reconstruction. As Ritch said, at this point "(people)
are not concerned with wants, but with needs."
This particular state of events is detrimental
to Jamaica. As Swire pointed out, Jamaica's two
key industries are tourism and agriculture. With
the government orders for all U.S. national citizens
to leave the country and no one to enter, and the
amount of crops lost in the hurricane, it is obvious
that both industries will suffer.
Swire and Ritch, however, appreciate the level
of recovery their countiy has been able to accom
plish. "We re just keeping faith," Swire said. "Just
hoping nothing else happens."

Huffington to
take on Bush
by Beth McHenry
News Editor

Next week, Lawrence will wel
come the second convocation speaker
for 2004-2005: Arianna Huffington,
columnist, author, and political com
mentator. Huffington will focus on
the upcoming election in "The 2004
Election: What's at Stake?” on
Thursday, October 7, in the
Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
Judging from Huffington's firm
anti-Bush stance, those attending
the convocation on Thursday can
expect an enthusiastic battle cry for
the Kerry-Edwards campaign.
Huffington's recent columns
have focused primarily on the short
comings of Bush (as in "George W.
Bush:
Presidential
or
Pathological?"), Kerry's potential as
a leader, and the "contemptible" way
in which "Team Bush" has handled
the campaign.
Huffington has also covered
other aspects of the election, includ
ing college tuition (too high), cam
paigns focusing on the "undecideds"
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(bad), polling (very bad), and Teresa
Heinz Kerry ("a breath of fresh air,”
not surprisingly).
Born in Greece, Huffington
received a master's in economics
from Cambridge University and
served as the third woman president
of
the
Cambridge
Union,
Cambridge's famed debating society.
Huffington is now considered
one of Washington's most influential

See Huffington on page 2

Newspaper Readership Month
Complete any New York Times Friday crossword
puzzle this month and turn it in to the Lawrentian
mailbox at the Union before 10 p.m. the same
day. Correct, complete puzzles win $20

No multiple winners; winners must be
Lawrence University students.

For the month of November, Lucy’s will be open for dinner on a trial basis. It will close for breakfast.

Lucinda’s to try dinner
by Amy Siebels
Managing Editor

This November, Lucinda's will be
cooking up something that is usually
reserved for honored guests and spe
cial banquets: dinner.
The momentum for the experi
ment came from an LUCC-sponsored
Food Service survey conducted last
May. According to Lynn Hagee, direc
tor of food services, many students
suggested dinner at Lucinda's as an
improvement to student dining
options.
Based partly on the interest of
surveyed students and partly on over
crowding at Downer, according to

Hagee, the food services staff decided
the time was right for a change.
During the November-only trial
run, Lucy's will serve dinner Monday
through Friday from approximately
5:30 to 7 p.m. It will be closed in the
mornings.
"Whatever changes we make in
Food Service, they must be cost effec
tive," said Hagee. "I know now that we
will not be able to serve breakfast as
well as dinner."
The current staff at Lucinda's will
cover the new shifts, starting and end
ing their days later.
Hagee hopes that a second dinner
option will create a more balanced
workload for the two dining facilities.

"Hopefully it [will] lighten the
load on Downer," said Hagee. "Downer
will remain the facility with the great
est number of menu options, while
Lucy's will have a set dinner menu
without as many options."
The dinner menu for Lucinda’s
will be available online later this
month.
Other changes are in the works,
too, thanks to the LUCC survey. "We
also hope to try outdoor dining in
Lucy's come spring, another student
suggestion," Hagee said.
As in the past, Lucinda's will be
closed on days when it is being used
for a catered event, such as Lunch at
Lawrence.
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Feingold Former president honored for service
to visit '
Lawrence
by Beth McHenry

News Editor

by William Dalsen
Opinions I Editorials Editor

Wisconsin Democratic Sen. Russ
Feingold will visit the Lawrence cam
pus this Sunday. Sen. Feingold will be
in the Riverview Lounge at 5 p.m. He
is running for reelection against the
Republican challenger, Tim Michels.
Sen. Feingold has been a member of
the Senate since 1992 and is best
known for his stance on campaign
finance reform with Arizona Sen.
John McCain and for being the only
senator to vote against the USA
PATRIOT Act. He began his educa
tion at UW-Madison, received a
Rhodes scholarship in 1977, and
earned a law degree from Harvard
University in 1979. He was elected to
the Wisconsin state Senate in 1982,
where he served until his election to
the United States Senate.

AIDS walk
raises $400,000

On September 23, John P.
Keating,
University
of
Wisconsin-Parkside chancellor
and chair of Wisconsin Campus
Compact, presented Lawrence's
very own former president
Richard Warch with a servicelearning award for "his strong
advocacy for liberal education
and private higher education,
both locally and nationally."
Warch's award was one of

several presented by Keating
and state Superintendent of
Public Instruction Elizabeth
Burmaster on Thursday at the
second
annual
State
Superintendent's
PK-16
Institute on Service-Learning
and Citizenship in Madison.
Awards were given to teach
ers, administrators, schools, and
students who have shown
"exemplary leadership in the
field of service-learning.”
Warch
received
his
Wisconsin Campus Compact

Presidential Civic Leadership
Award primarily for programs
and services introduced at
Lawrence, such as Bjorklunden
seminars and convocations.
Warch also served on the
executive committee of the
Wisconsin Campus Compact, a
group of presidents of Wisconsin
colleges and universities com
mitted to developing relation
ships between students, faculty,
and the community.

photo courtesy of Lawrence University website

NO UNEXPECTED COSTS
(THAT'S WHAT YOUR FIRST CAR IS FOR)

by Peter Gillette
Editor In Ch»<

Six Lawrentians participated in
an AIDS Walk last Sunday along
Milwaukee's lakefront that raised
$414,176 for the AIDS Resource
Center of Wisconsin.
The annual walk is Wisconsin's
largest AIDS fundraiser, and celebrat
ed its 15th anniversary this year.
The ARCW promotes AIDS pre
vention and education, provides ser
vices to victims of AIDS and HIV, and
promotes advocacy and research for
AIDS issues throughout Wisconsin.
Lawrentians participating includ
ed Brian Hilgeman, Korbyn Doucette,
Chris Snapp, and Andy York, who are
members of the Phi Kappa Tau frater
nity, Kristina Nockleby, and Emily
Klosiewski.
Walkers created e-mail lists of
friends and family and collected
online donations. Hilgeman said that
the four Phi Taus raised over $300,
"which is pretty good for college stu
dents."
Lawrence University has another
connection to the ARCW through Joe
Brooks, a 2003 graduate who works
for the organization.
Many of the walkers knew friends
or family who had been struck by the
disease. Klosiewski has participated
in AIDS walks for a few years now,
and raised about $100 this year.
Klosiewski does not know any AIDS
victims personally, but feels the glob
al and local problem requires action.
"(It's important] not t(f lose sight of
the big picture," she said.
Hilgeman sought to organize the
event through Phi Tau, but invited
the rest of the campus to the event
through his involvement with
Lawrence's
Volunteer and
Community Service Center.
Students seeking volunteerism
opportunities can participate in
Appleton's CROP walk October 10 to
fight hunger.
Those looking to donate to the
ARCW can do so online at
http://arcw.org/Donate%20Now.htm.
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Friday, October 1
8:00

5:00 pan.

12:15 p.m.
12:20 p.m.

10:00 p.m.
m idnght

Fall Term registration continues for
all students, and advance registration
for Winter and Spring Terms for
degree, visiting, and Waseda students
only; Registrar’s Office; Brokaw Hall.
Japanese Table; Downer Dining Room
F.
Lawrence Christian Fellowship (LCF)
lunch discussion; Colman Hall Small
Dining Room.
LU Swing Dancers event (includes
teaching and dancing); Riverview
Lounge.

3KK) p.m.
8KX) a.m.5KM) p.m.

12:15 p.m.
5:00-6:15 p.m.
9:00 p.m.

1:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

Women's Tennis vs. Wisconsin
Lutheran College; Lawrence Courts.
Football vs. Beloit College; Banta
Bowl.
Women's Tennis vs. St. Norbert
College; Lawrence Courts.
Lawrence Academy of Music faculty
recital: Catherine Walby, piano,
Barbara Beechey, viola, Roza Borisova,
cello, and Christine Tai, piano; Harper
Hall.

Sunday, O ctober 3
3KM) p.m.

Fall Term registration continues for
all students, and advance registration
for Winter and Spring Terms for
degree, visiting, and Waseda students
only; Registrar’s Office; Brokaw Hall.
Registration period ends. Fall Term:
Last day to make class changes or
select S/U option; deadline for over
load/underload and F-repeat forms.
German Table; Lucinda’s Small
Dining Room.
Spanish Table II (Advanced); Downer
Dining Room E.
Lawrence Christian Fellowship (LCF)
large group; Riverview Lounge.

11:10 a.m.

7:00 p.m.

Convocation: "The 2004 Election:
What's at Stake?" Arianna Huffington,
columnist, author, and political com
mentator; Memorial Chapel.
Volleyball vs. Milwaukee School of
Engineering; Alexander Gym.

Friday, O ctober 8
10:00ITC workshop: Scheduling with
11 KM) a.m.
Meeting Maker.
12:15 p.m.
Japanese Table; Downer Dining Room

Huffington

8 KM) p.m .

10:00 p jn .

7:30 &
10:00 p.m.

Saturday, O ctober 9
2K)0 p.m.
Deutsche Kaffeestunde; International
House.
Film: Howard Zinn: You Can’t Be
Neutral on a Moving Train, including
an introduction and comment by Deb
Ellis, ’79, the film’s director and
writer, sponsored by the history
department; Wriston auditorium.

7:00 p.m.

Thursday, O ctober 7

Faculty recital: Karen Leigh-Post,
F.
mezzo-soprano, with David Heller, '81,
professor of music and university
r
organist, Trinity University; Memorial
Chapel. Reception immediately follow
ing recital; Shattuck Hall 163.
8:00 p.m.
Faculty recital: Howard Niblock, oboe,
and Ernestine Whitman, flute; Harper
continued from page 1
Hall.
8KM)-9K)0 p.m. Habitat for Humanity meeting; Sage
commentators and has published 10 hooks. She
Hall first floor lounge.
writes a syndicated column and appears frequently
on television and radio programs, including "Larry
M onday, O ctober 4
King Live," "Crossfire," "Inside Politics," and "The
8:00 a.m.Fall Term registration continues for
Today Show." Huffington also co-hosts "Left, Right
5:00 p.m.
all students, and advance registration
& Center," a political program on public radio, and
for Winter and Spring Terms for
co-hosted with A1 Franken to provide news coverage
degree, visiting, and Waseda students,
of the 1996 Democratic and Republican conventions.
only; Registrar’s Office; Brokaw Hall.
In 2003, Huffington ran for governor as an
11:10 sum.
Freshman Studies lecture on Plato's
Independent in California's recall election. Her lat
The Republic, John Dreher, Lee
est book, "Fanatics & Fools: The Game Plan for
Caflin-Robert S. Ingraham Professor
Winning Back America," was released in April of
of Philosophy; Stansbury Theatre.
2004. Based on her own behind-the-scenes account
5:30 p.m .
Freshman Career Night; Career
of California's election, "Fanatics & Fools" urges
Center.
frustrated citizens to reclaim politics with a grip
7:00-9:00 p.m. Folk Dancing; Riverview Lounge. All
ping and humorous study of leadership in America.

are invited to join in the fun.
“Bomb Squad* (Chemistry Show)
meeting; Youngchild 121. Everyone,
including non-science majors, is wel
come.
Jazz open jam session; The
Underground Coffeehouse.

Lawrence Christian Fellowship (LCF)
lunch discussion; Colman Hall Small
Dining Room.
Recent Advances in Biology lecture:
"Tree Fall Gaps, Lianas, and the
Maintenance of Species Diversity in
Tropical Forests," Stefan Schnitzer,
assistant professor of biological
sciences, University of WisconsinMilwaukee; Science Hall 102.
Classic Film Club movie:
Alien; Wriston auditorium.

Wednesday, O ctober 6

Saturday, O ctober 2
9:00 a.m.

12:20 p.m.

Viking Room.

Sunday, O ctober 10
1KM) p.m.
8K)0-9K)0 p.m.
9KM) p.m.

Memorial Service for Rebecca
Matveyev; Harper Hall.
Habitat for Humanity meeting; Sage
Hall first floor lounge.
Ellis, acoustic guitar, singer/song
writer performance, sponsored by
Office of Multicultural Affairs; The
Underground Coffeehouse.
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Corrections

Tuesday, October 5
8:00 a.m.5:00 p.m.

11:30 a jn .

3:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
7:00 p jn .

7KM) p.m.

7:00-8:00 p.m.

Fall Term registration continues for
all students, and advance registration
for Winter and Spring Terms for
degree, visiting, and Waseda students
only; Registrar’s Office; Brokaw Hall.
Ormsby Lunch Table with Prof.
Friedlander; Lucinda’s Small Dining
Room.
Women's Tennis vs. Lakeland College;
Lawrence Courts.
Sophomore Career Night; Career
Center.
Mental Health Awareness Week: "In
Our Own Voices," an interactive pro
gram including personal testimony,
video, and discussion; Science Hall
102.
SOUP (Student Organization for
University Programming) meeting;
Sage Hall basement.
Interfratemity Council meeting;

In the September 24, 2004
edition o f The Lawrentian,
Residence Hall Directors
were incorrectly matched to
photos. Dawn Schlund’s and
Karen Patyk’s photos were
inadvertantly switched. We
apologize for any confusion.
Also in the same issue, sev
eral sports shorts from last
June were reprinted on page
4. We apologize for this some
what baffling error. To tell
you the truth, we're not even
sure how it happened, but it
won't happen again.We
p ro m ise.

V
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OPINIONS & EDITORIALS
lection year blinders
Liberals can't seem to run
enough "half empty" reports on
Iraq. Lately we've been hearing
that Iraq's first elections may be
less than fully free, that, say, only
60% of the nation will be able to
participate. For a while we've been
hearing about the power outages,
and we sure did hear about it when
the US death toll in Iraq reached
1000.
What you won’t hear from a
liberal is that if Iraqi elections-are
60% free, then they will be
60% freer than
they ever were
under Saddam!
And the reason
they're
having
power outages?
Because
they're
using more power
than they ever have
before. And the death toll is a his
torically low number as far as top
pling entire regimes goes. A recent
poll
by
the
International
Republican Institute found that
51% of Iraqis feel their country is
on the right track, 31% the wrong
track. The situation for the people
of Iraq is good and improving, and
certainly it's better than it ever
would have been under Saddam.
The liberals' vehement opposi
tion to Iraq, and stubborn unwill
ingness to admit any benefit from
the operation, is almost enough to
blow your mind until you think of
what a success in Iraq means to
their foreign policy positions.

A free Iraq will mean that
democracy actually can take hold
in a Middle Eastern country. A free
Iraq will no longer be a breeding
ground for terrorism. Indeed, a
brief look at the countries that ter
rorists come from reveals that lib
eral democracy is terrorism's anti
dote. And in a free Iraq human
rights will be respected to a greater
extent than they ever were under
Saddam.
The kicker is
that all these posi
tives are the result
of a staunchly rightwing foreign policy.
We didn't get specif
ic UN approval for
this operation that
was largely moti
vated by a desire to protect our
own self interest. Our superior
firepower and technology allowed
us to keep Iraqi civilian casualties
and ours at historically low levels.
And this action was instigated
against a regime that had not
specifically attacked us.
In short, success in Iraq would
vindicate all the means that liberal
foreign policy decries, and that
makes the liberals' blood boil.
So the next time you hear
someone carp about how dire the
situation is in Iraq, think about
what he has to lose if a free Iraq
succeeds.
—Jon Home

Letters from J-Board
October 13,2003
Dear,
:
The purpose of this letter is to
inform you of the results of your
Judicial Board hearing on October
12, 2003. The board has found you
not in violation of LUCC legislation
IV.D. 3.01: Members of the Lawrence
community will not engage in theft.
If you wish to appeal this deci
sion you must inform the President,
in writing, within three days of
receiving this letter.
The members of the Board hope
you understand that our responsibil
ity is to hear all formal complaints,
decide if a violation has been com
mitted and apply a sanction when
warranted. Although you were
found not in violation, the board
hopes you understand that you need
to respect the rights of others, which
includes demonstrating an active
concern for others' property, if we are
to maintain a satisfactory living and
learning environment at Lawrence.
The college community must insist
upon the cooperation and responsi
ble judgment of all students.
If you have any questions or con
cerns regarding the hearing or the
appeals process, please contact me
or the Dean of Students, Nancy
Truesdell.
Sincerely,
Kit Okimoto
Chair, Judicial Board

The complainants |sic| appealed
the decision to President Warch. He
requested that the Judicial Board
re-hear the case with new informa
tion. At the conclusion of the second
hearing, the following letter was
issued.
October 30,2003

President Warch
Sampson House
Dear President Warch,
At your request the Judicial
Board met on October 29, 2003 to
hear additional information in the
case against________ that was filed
by_______ , ________,and________ .
After hearing testimony from the
new witness, the Judicial Board rec
ommends that you overturn our
original decision and find________
in violation of the Social Code
IV.D.3.01 Disruptive Behavior:
Members of the Lawrence communi
ty will not engage in theft.
The Judicial Board recommends
that you place_______ on discipli
nary probation effective immediate
ly and until the end of Term II of the
2003-2004
academic
year.
Disciplinary probation means that
any further violation of the Social
Code shall result in a minimum
penalty of suspension.
In addition, the Board recom
mends that_______ be required to
write a letter of apology to________
for
inappropriately
involving
_______ in this situation and mis
representing her role in this inci
dent. The apology letter should be
submitted to Dean Truesdell for
approval by a specified date, and
Dean Truesdell will see that
_______ receives the letter.
The Judicial Board appreciates
your decision to allow us to hear new
testimony in this case so that it can
be brought to a fair resolution.
Thank you for your consideration of
our recommendation.
Sincerely,
Kit Okimoto
Chair
2003-04 Judicial Board
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Thanks from the Lawrence Fund
On behalf of The Lawrence
Fund Student Team (TLF), we
would like to thank the Class of
2008 for their participation in
the nickel drive and for stopping
by our booth at the activities
fair. A total of 253 coins were
dropped in the jar, which
equates to a 71 percent class
participation rate! The change
that was contributed will be
saved and added to the Class of
2008 Senior Class Lawrence
Fund gift. Drew Ryan, ’08, won
the jellybean jar at the activi
ties fair. Each jellybean repre

Lawrentians will show their
pride and make an annual con
tribution after graduation to
carry on this great tradition of
alumni support. Thank you
again to all who participated in
both activities. If you are inter
ested in learning more about
TLF,
please
contact
us.
Sincerely,

sented an alumna or alumnus
who gave to Lawrence last year,
a total of 7,385 alumni!

—Mollie O’Mara, ’05, and
Shannon McCue, ’07
Co-chairs of The Lawrence
Fund Student Team

Lawrence is in
the top 30 out of 1,300plus colleges and universities
for alumni giving participation.
We hope that all current

Letters from the Honor Council
March 31, 2004

April 1,2004

Dear

Dear_____ :

You have been found in violation of the Lawrence
University Honor Code for plagiarism on your paper in
with Professor
. The entirety of your
paper was taken verbatim from an internet source. By
plagiarizing, you have attempted to unfairly advance
your academic performance in this class.
As discussed and agreed upon during the sanction
ing conference on March 31,2004, your sanction will be
0 on the assignment and an F in the course. This sanc
tion is consistent with past cases of extensive plagia
rism of this sort.
*Be advised that should you be found in violation of
the Honor Code again, this letter will be used in deter
mining an appropriate sanction.
"The Council wishes to remind you of the impor
tance of confidentiality. Details from the hearing may
not be released without the consent of all individuals
involved. This includes students and professors.
"Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.
The Council trusts that you recognize the seriousness
of the violation and the threat it poses to the Lawrence
University Honor system. Please do not hesitate to
contact any member of the Honor Council or Dean
Hemwall with any questions you may have.
Sincerely,
The Honor Council
Ann Miller
Caroline Campbell

You have been found in violation of the Lawrence
University Honor Code for collaboration on your final
exam in______with Professor______ .
, you have unfairly advanced your academic
performance and violated the mutual trust between
students and faculty upon which the University
depends. There were too many similarities between
your exam and the exam of
which could not be
accounted for merely by common preparation. The
answers were very similar in language, style, and for
mat. In some cases the common mistakes were not only
similar, but identical and incorrect. Consequently, you
have been assigned a sanction of zero on the exam and
a one-letter grade reduction in the course. The sanction
represents the severity of the violation and is consistent
with the sanctions attached to similar violations in the
past.

You may appeal this decision to the President of the
University within one week of receiving this letter.
Sincerely,
The Honor Council

y
Poonam Kumar

April 1,2004
Dear

April 1,2004
Dear_____ :
You have been found in violation of the Lawrence
University Honor Code for collaboration on your final
exam in______with Professor______ .
, you have unfairly advanced your academic
performance and violated the mutual trust between
students and faculty upon which the University
depends. There were too many similarities between
your exam and the exam of
which could not be
accounted for merely by common preparation. The
answers were very similar in language, style, and for
mat. In some cases the common mistakes were not
only similar, but identical and incorrect. Because this
is your second violation, you have been assigned a sanc
tion of zero on the exam and an F in the course. The
sanction represents the severity of the violation and is
consistent with the sanctions attached to similar viola
tions in the past.

:

You have been found in violation of the Lawrence
University Honor Code on your final exam in
with Professor
.
, you have unfairly advanced your academic
performance and violated the mutual trust between
students and faculty upon which the University
depends. There were a number of instances on your
exam where the answer could not have been the result
of the calculations demonstrated or as a result of your
explanation during the hearing process. Consequently,
you have been assigned a sanction of zero on the exam
and a one-letter grade reduction in the course. The
sanction represents the severity of the violation and is
consistent with the sanctions attached to similar viola
tions in the past.

You may appeal this decision to the President of the
University within one week of receiving this letter.
Sincerely,
The Honor Council

Sincerely,
The Honor Council
Poonam Kumar

Poonam Kumar
April 1,2004

Attention lawrentians: The more you cheat, collaborate on assignments, steal things, puke in hallways, park in the
wrong places — and get caught - the less room we have to enlighten you, our readers, with our important, hard-hit
ting content. So, please avoid social and academic violations in the future. It really starts to cramp our style. Thank you.
Sincerely,
The Lawrentian editorial board
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STAFF EDITORIAL

The timefor tech?
Technology is the lifeblood of the modem university. At many
schools, students now register online, hunt for campus jobs online,
and have online discussions or postings for classes. The possible
applications of technology to the university are probably endless. But
Lawrence has not taken advantage of many of these possibilities, and
the question of whether or not we should — let alone if we can —
seems to remain unanswered. Is it time for a tech overhaul?
More technology would undoubtedly expedite many notoriously
slow, paper-based Lawrence practices. Imagine a Lawrence where
your registration was online and your advisors could digitally sign
the appropriate forms, or where pay cards were online, or where
nearly every common area had wireless internet access. Textbooks
would be bought and sold entirely online, and projects like the LU
WebBoard could be expanded to place course content and discussions
on the internet. Also, keycards could replace star keys, making it eas
ier both to grant and to limit access to different parts of Lawrence as
needed.
Of course, technology has its adverse effects. Internet security is
precarious even without the latest technology, and while online forms
and wireless internet would increase our convenience and improve
the administration of the university, they also could create large
security holes in the Lawrence network. The projects could be quite
expensive and difficult to implement until both faculty and students
are more used to planning their life on a computer screen.
But most importantly, how we implement technology will impact
the social character of Lawrence, and it is our opinion that we must
be reluctant to integrate too quickly some technology into the
Lawrence campus. Do we want a university where advisors never
need to see their advisees? Should we replace personal interaction
with professors with a web page? Should we digitize administrative
processes, and never interact with the administrators? It seems that
the social cost of some technology would outweigh the administrative
benefits, and that, with a sterile society, Lawrence would hardly be
worth attending.
What we need, from administrators and students, is a vision and
a plan for how to reconcile technology with Lawrence character. We
can both benefit from and be damaged by technology; like many
things, its impact lies in how we use it.

Letter to the editor
I write to encourage your read
ers, especially Lawrence students,
to register and vote on November 2,
2004. Anyone who has resided in
Wisconsin for at least ten days is eli
gible to register and vote in
Wisconsin. The presidential race is
likely to be very close in Wisconsin.
If you are a student from Illinois or
South Dakota or California or any
other state where polls indicate that
the presidential race is not compet
itive, you have an opportunity to
make your vote count here in
Wisconsin. You can also avoid the
hassle of obtaining an absentee bal-

lot even if your home is somewhere
in Wisconsin by registering in
Appleton. Visit the City Clerk’s
website for the City of Appleton
(www.appleton.org/
departments/clerk/) and click on
Election Information to find out
how to register and where to vote.
There is a section of that site that is
specific to Lawrence students. Your
voting location depends on where
you live on campus.
—Matthew Stoneking
Lawrence University
Department of Physics

PHOTO POLL
What’s MHir tnurite part of
Octoberfest?

year. This pattern of change is
not unexpected, and not neces
sarily unhealthy, since many in
the 17-19 year old age group are
still in the process of maturing
physically, and come to college in
a lean condition. It was also the
case for the students in this sam
ple that weight
loss or weight
gain experienced
during the fall
semester
was
often
reversed
during
winter
break and spring
semester.
In
addition, for most students
summer is a time of increased
activity levels and decreasing
bodyweight and was not account
ed for in either the Cornell study
or in mine.
The conclusion,
therefore, that the rate of fall
weight gain found in the Cornell
study would continue for an
entire year, supporting the notion
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'Susan Karr

— The Lawrentian re serves th e

Letter to the editor
Amy Siebels' article, "Extra
weight stalks college freshmen,"
reports on a published study that
found an average weight gain of
four pounds during the first
twelve weeks of college at
Cornell, a rate of weight gain
that if sustained for twelve
months would result in a "fresh
man fifteen."
I
tracked
body composition
in a convenience
sample of thirty
first-year students
over the entire
2000-2001 academic
year at
Pomona
College. After nine
months, there was no statistical
ly significant weight change
among the fourteen men in the
study and an average gain of
only 3.5 lbs among the sixteen
women.
Two men and two
women gained more than ten
pounds during the course of the

T h e

of a "freshman fifteen," should be
questioned.
I also question the implied
focus on bodyweight as an index
of a nutritionally successful fresh
man year. Bodyweight is a crude
measure of nutritional health
that masks important differences
in body composition, and in car
diovascular and aerobic fitness.
Regular, moderately strenuous
exercise in combination with a
healthy diet is the surest route
toward "freshman fitness" and
away from the freshman fifteen.

Instead of setting bodyweight
goals for the academic year, fresh
man and most of the rest of us,
would be better served by setting
sensible fitness goals — racquetball games per week, miles of jog
ging or rowing, hours spent at the
gym or in the dance studio. Work
toward those goals and the fresh
man fifteen need not be a concern.
— Mark R. Jenike
Lawrence University
Department of Anthropology

The o p in io n s e x p re s s e d in th e se e d ito ria ls are th o s e o f th e s tu 
d e n ts , fa c u lty , and c o m m u n ity m e m b e rs w h o s u b m itte d th e m .
A ll fa c ts are as p ro v id e d by th e a u th o rs . The Lawrentian d o e s
n o t e n d o rs e a n y o p in io n s pie ce e x c e p t fo r th e s ta ff e d ito ria l,
w h ic h re p re s e n ts a m a jo rity o f the e d ito ria l b o a rd . The
Lawrentian welcomes e v e ry o n e to s u b m it th e ir o w n o p in io n s
u s in g th e p a ra m e te rs o u tlin e d in the m a s th e a d .

righ t to p rin t a n y su b m issio n s
receiv ed a fte r th e a b ove d e a d 
line and to e d it each su b m is 
sion fo r clarity, decency, and
gram m ar.

— L e tte rs to th e e d ito r
s h o u ld n o t b e m o r e t h a n
35 0 w o r d s , and w ill be edited
for clarity, decency, and gra m 
mar.
— G u est e d itoria ls m a y be
arranged by con ta ctin g the
editor in ch ie f or th e editoria ls
editor in a dvan ce o f th e pu b 
lish in g date.

Corrections: On April
2, T he L aw ren tian
reported reported that
it’s cool to quote
Chappelle. The
L aw ren tian sincerely
regrets the error.
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Mudd gallery’s grand opening
by Reid Stratton
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Lawrence art students finally have a
place of their own.
Last Friday, following a lecture in the
Wriston galleries, the newly acquired Mudd
Gallery opened its doors for the first time.
The event was marked by a ribbon cutting
ceremony performed by Mudd Library direc
tor Susan Richards.
The gallery, located in room 302 of the
library, is a unique spot on campus, not just
because of its location, but also its purpose.
"The artists will vary, sometimes profes
sional artists, but the gallery is primarily
for the art students," says Joe D'uva, assis
tant professor of art. "Up until now there
was no space for the students to have their
own shows. It will definitely enhance the art
curriculum. Giving the students an opportu
nity to exhibit is a learning experience."
The inaugural exhibit features experi
mental pieces by 13 different artists from all
over the country. One of the most eye-catch
ing pieces is a DVD of a performance that
involves the artist drawing a line on the
pavement with a piece of chalk from his
home in Bowling Green, Ohio, to his art stu
dio. The piece lasts about 22 and a half min
utes.
Other pieces include bird wings encased
in honey, books broken and bound with hose
clamps (a sweet redemption for any stu
dent), and a few bookmarks unlike any you
will find at Barnes & Noble.
The Mudd Gallery is the culmination of

an idea that has developed over several
years. The art faculty has been discussing
the possibility of a gallery like the Mudd,
and with the help of Susan Richards and
Physical Plant, it has finally come to
fruition.
While Professors Joe D'uva and Rob
Neilson are ultimately in charge of the
Mudd Gallery, future curators may come
from anywhere. D'uva suggest that the

gallery may be managed by the Museum
Studies class, the Wriston Art Collective, or
even a single student.
Whether exhibiting pieces in the Mudd
Gallery, curating an exhibit, or just enjoying
the artwork, Lawrence students are sure to
benefit from this newly remodeled space.
The current exhibit runs through October
22 in room 302 of the Mudd Library.

S U ff Writer

photo by Alex Fairchild

Mudd Library director Susan Richards cuts the ribbon for the opening of a new gallery that will feature stu
dent and professional artists’ works.

Last Monday, this year's recital
season kicked off with an extraor
dinary guest: none other than one
of Eastman's top brass professors,
Mark Kellogg.
Although Mark Kellogg is con
sidered top brass because of his
well-recognized name within the
music world, Kellogg's formal spe
cialty is actually low brass — trom
bone, to be exact. Along with hav
ing a distinguished position as an
associate professor at the Eastman
School of Music, Kellogg also per
forms as principal trombone for
the
Rochester
Philharmonic
Orchestra.
If these coveted positions do
not already speak of his reputation
and skill, then perhaps the follow
ing points may be of interest:
—Along with playing principal
trombone in the RPO, Kellogg also
covers euphonium and bass trum
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pet. Yes, bass trumpet.
— Between 1993 and 1995,
Kellogg performed in over 180 con
certs as a co-founder of the widely
known brass and percussion
ensemble, Rhythm & Brass.
Several of these performances took
place in Carnegie Hall.
— Kellogg's group frequently
commissioned pieces from highly
respected composers such as Karel
Husa, Maria Schneider, and his
former Eastman colleague — our
very own director of jazz and
improvisation — Fred Sturm.
The breadth of Kellogg's musi
cal accomplishments also includes
jazz and pop solo performances,
collaborations with big names such
as JeffTyzik and Wynton Marsalis,
chairs in several major orchestras
and a significant number of cham
ber ensembles, as well as frequent
appearances for clinics and master
classes nationally and abroad.
According to an interview con
ducted
by
the
Rochester
Philharmonic, Kellogg eryoys per-

photo by Alex Fairchild

Kellogg performs in Memorial Chapel last Monday.

formance because of the challenges
laid in front of him. "It's in trying
to connect with the audience. Also,
it's a constant challenge to try to
play a piece better than before.”
When asked what got him into
the music business in the first
place, Kellogg answered, "It was

C lip /n C a rry
October 1-7

very inspiring to see how much fun
my first teacher had playing and
singing. I wanted to be like him!"
When Kellogg isn't performing
or teaching he can be found at his
home in Pittsford, N.Y., with his
wife, RPO flutist Joanna Bassett,
and their son Robbie.

T h e C a sk o f A m antillado
by Edgar Allen Poe
Serial

In stallm ent V I

o f this

public

domain classic o f American literature
"A s you arc engaged. I am on my
way to Lucheai. I f any one has a critical

Sat, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Artwalk 2004. College Ave.

turn, it is he. He will tell me
'Lucheai cannot tell Amontillado
from Sherry."

Sat, 3 p.m. Academy of Music Faculty Recital. Harper
Sat, 8 p.m. Easy Chair. Mill Creek Blues

"A n d yet some fools will have it
that his taste is a match for your ow n."
"C om e, let us go."
"W hither T
"T o your vaults."

Sun, 2 p.m. Karen Leigh-Post, mezzo-soprano. Chapel
Sun, 8 p.m. Howard Niblock, oboe and Ernestine Whitman, flute. Harper

"M y friend, no ; I will not impose
upon your good nature. I
perceive you have an engagement.
Luchesi —"
"I have no en gagem en t; - come."

Tue, 7:30 p.m. Virsky Ukrainian National Dance Company. PAC
Thu, 6 p.m. The Yellow Dress. Cloak Theatre
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Rock Columnist

I Got My Name
From Rock and Roll

LLPs D e n e s

Low brass guru visits Lawrence
by Kat Deas

N

Brad
Lindert

"M y friend, no. It is not the
engagement, but the severe cold with
which I perceive you are afflicted. The
vaults are insufferably damp. They are
encrusted with nitre."

EndInstallment VIofXXXIII

Welcome (back) to Lawrence.
For those of you new to LU, a few
quick things: I'm Brad, I write the
rock music column, and reading
this column will make you as cool
as me.
I spent the summer trying to
find a perfect article to kick the
year off with and then I realized
that a good introduction to LU
would have to involve an LU band,
so this year I begin with Denes and
their new CD "Title Track."
I feel that Denes is very repre
sentative of Lawrence. Denes is led
by piano playing, sad song writing
Paul Salomon. His voice is reminis
cent Ben Folds, and his lyrics are
filled with inside jokes and person
al info that most writers would
leave to their journals. But Denes
isn't just a solo outing. No, we can't
forget the fact that Denes has a
string section.
Most bands add strings to a
song to kick it up a notch With that
said, Denes lives in a constant state
of
"kicking-it-up-a-notchness."
Simply put, Denes rocks sweetly
where BF5 left off I know I've men
tioned Ben Folds a lot —the influ
ence is there — but that is the last
time his name will appear in this
article.
"Title Track" opens with "Come
On,” a catchy little love song with
one of my favorite piano hooks ever.
"Lost Dream" follows with the sad
line "I am just a boy now, a boy with
a hope and a dream, a boy that
knows with all his friends, he's still
feeling lonely.” Here is where the
strings tear at your heartstrings.
But Denes doesn't want you to
slit your wrists just yet, so the next
track, "Roses on Valentine's Day," is
a poppy anti-cliche love song. "I’m
Gonna Try” follows, and Paul
admits "my songs are sad." Yeah,
they are.
The rest of the song contains
some of my favorite lines: "It's so
cute the way you drive your car... I
love every part of who you are, I
even love your family." Those lines
border on sophomoric, but the tone
of the song makes them amazingly
sweet.
For me the highlight of the
album is "The Whale Eats Paris."
The piano disappears and we are
left hearing Paul sing, Patrick
Ehlers play bass, Sarah Singer and
Sue Platz play violin, Claire Weiss
play cello and Shannon McCue play
viola.
I haven't heard baroque music
this good since Bach, but this song
is way better than Bach, and a lot
catchier. The entire time the song
screams "this is original!" The
structure is unique, definitely
something you won't hear on the
radio anytime soon.
So, as you adjust to Lawrence
(whether as a returner or a new
bie), there are a few things you
need to do to start out the year: get
your books online instead of going
to Conkey's, eat at Downer just for
the ice cream, and find a member of
Denes, give them a hug, and buy
their new CD.
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Octoberfest music review
or, How I Learned to Stop
Worrying and Love Bad
Singers
by Ethan Denault
For 71m Lawnatian

"Rocking out" took center stage as area
bands flocked to downtown Appleton for the
22nd annual Octoberfest. With venues scat
tered along College Avenue and the
Lawrence University campus, throngs of
attendees were treated to earth-shaking
bass lines and glass-shattering falsettos, all
starting at 11 a.m. last Saturday.
The festival kicked off with Pumpin'
Ethyl on the WIXX 101.1 stage (west of the
Memorial Chapel). The band, which fea
tured five delightful Pete Rose clones, treat
ed listeners to classic covers such as "Stop
Draggin' My Heart Around," "Southern
Cross” and "Free Born Man." The most
impressive band member was the drummer,
a sultry lass who manipulated the drum
sticks in a way that reminded me of this girl
I met freshman year.
For those who preferred the gentler side
of rock, the Steve Young Band was waiting
near Starbucks. Consisting of a delightful
mix of elder-statesman, sporting vintage
Pendletons, immaculate flat-tops, and
matching saddle shoes, the band ripped
through a variety of polka inspired accor
dion pieces, much to the horror of the hip

pies sitting on the curb holding their cups of
coffee and fingering their dreads. In an
interesting form of social commentary, a
solitary band member sat facing Starbucks
cradling a massive tuba, to sound off each
time an individual exited the establishment
or shouted a request for "Freebird.”
Just a block away, A1 Jahnke and Steel
Dreams fed and nursed a small crowd of
chain-smoking, heavy-set drinkers. Fresh off
their recent success at the WDEZ Fishing
Jamboree at Meyers Landing, the band
exuded a fiery country aura, from their
twangy electric guitars to their Wrangler
jeans to their red sequined cowboy boots. Al,
who appeared to be the portly drummer,
revved up the crowd with classic lines such
as "Yee-haw!" (roughly translated to mean
"how the [edited] are you doin'!") and
"Where's mah beer" before launching into a
number of songs which, interestingly
enough, featured themes centered around
smoking and drinking.
One only had to saunter another block
down College Ave to find another band
ready to rock your [edited] socks off.
Breakaway, an eclectic group of talented
individuals tore through solid oldies-butgoodies such as "Hotel California" and
"Summer of ’69" in-between beer and brat
breaks. The lead singer, a squat man with a
delicate fade, had a truly magnificent voice,
so pure that it prompted several women to
dance the "Half Nekkid." (Write me if you
have any clue where I can take lessons.)
The best band to hit the streets might
have been the raucous Johnny Wad. With

the catchy slogan "Got Wad?” hanging from
the rafters of their "Budweiser Authority"
stage, each band member could have easily
filled the spot of that drunk uncle at your
family reunion. The lead singer, who bore an
uncanny resemblance to Ron Jeremy, was an
energetic little guy who howled anything
from old AC/DC to Celine Dion, and enter
tained the crowd in between songs with
amazing feats of agility, more commonly
known as "balancing on drum set while
holding full cup of beer." In a strange coinci
dence, Judy Dench appeared to be on key
boards and Tommy Lee on lead guitar.
Pamela Anderson was nowhere to be seen.
Finally, a lone female singer-songwriter
by the name of Cinnamon rounded out the
afternoon with her impromptu set outside of
Flanagan's liquor store. Strumming on a
guitar that she very possibly made herself,
she made Ani Difranco come alive and Mick
Jagger sound like Vanessa Williams.
Midway through the set I decided I was in
love with "Cinnamon." I'm a dimple connois
seur and she had a set on her you wouldn't
believe.
These dimples were so impressive I was
able to look past the Iroquois warrior hair
cut, the bull ring through her nose and the
tattoos that ran from her calves upward.
But alas, as is often the case with young
love, we had too much in common: we love
music, we naively expected her guitar to
stay in tune for more than one song, we feel
bras are unnecessary, and neither of us
shave our legs.

Upcoming play deals with relationship abuse
by Paul Karner
Stan W riter

To the average student, rela
tionship abuse is often a distant
reality. Without any personal
experience, one is often confused
as to why or how abusive rela
tionships come about, and even
more so, how such wonderful peo
ple can get drawn into such hor
rible violence.
Friends and family of Deana
Brisbois, a young woman from
Topsfield, Mass., came face to
face with the reality of relation

ship violence when the 23-yearold was killed due to an ongoing
abusive relationship in 1994.
That year they founded Deana's
Fund in order to help prevent
dating and domestic violence
through the means of awareness
and education.
By sponsoring and producing
theater- and arts-based programs
Deana's Fund promotes healthy
relationships and safety issues
among peers, partners, and fami
lies. "The Yellow Dress" is one of
the programs sponsored by
Deana's Fund directed towards

college students.
"The Yellow Dress" is a dra
matic one-woman play that tells
the story of Anna, a senior in high
school, whose relationship with
her boyfriend quickly moves from
idyllic and passionate young love
to a spiral of physical and sexual
abuse. The performance will be
followed by a detailed discussion
regarding the characteristics of
relationship violence, how to pre
vent it, and how to get help.
"The Yellow Dress” has
received enormous praise for its
effectiveness and has been cov

ered by "Good Morning America,"
The Catalogue of Philanthropy,
and The Associated Press.
This program is coming to
Lawrence as part of a collabora
tion with the Ripon College
Residence Life department and is
a wonderful opportunity for
Lawrence students to become
informed about relationship
abuse and play an active role in
keeping the campus and commu
nity safe from violence. "The
Yellow Dress" will be presented
in the Cloak Theatre on October 7
at 7 p.m.

Res Hall
Review
Films found at
your dorm’s desk
by Reid Stratton
A rt* & Entertainment Editor

The Big Lew bow ski
(1998)
R unning Tim e: 117 min
Stars: Jeff Bridges, John
Goodman, Julianne Moore
Found at: Colman Desk
The Dude (Bridges) gets
caught up in a wild goose
chase for the kidnapped wife
of a millionaire with the same
surname as the Dude. A
ridiculous and hilarious cast
crawls from the woodwork
during the course of this film,
which has about as many
twists as a Chubby Checker
concert. An unlikely resolution
leaves the audience with a
surprising sense of peace after
a long and winding movie.

Com m ents: This film, just six
years old, is already a member
o f the contemporary classic
hall of fame. Call it a foray
into postmodern spirituality,
call it a sign of the degrada
tion of Western morals, just
make sure you see it over and
over and over again. Besides
being one of the funniest and
most quotable movies of the
'90s, this movie's characters
are so endearing and so frus
trating you'll think that you've
been transported to a family
reunion. This is a beautifully
written and directed movie
that is perfect for watching
with a crowd of friends. Just
don't invite that guy who
always talks through the
important parts. A

Top left: Vic Ferrari pumps up the crowd
Top right: Octoberfest, as seen fromthe fourth floor of the library
Bottomleft: Boogie and the Yo-Yoz
Photos by Reid Stratton

Last weekend, the Lawrence campus hosted Octoberfest entertainment
including arts and crafts, food vendors, and live music.
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Sports Columnist

Around the Bases

In defenseofVijay
I’m tired of all the Vijay Singh bash
ing I’ve been seeing in the national media
(read ESPN.com). Yes, Vijay isn't Tiger
Woods, but then who is? Tiger was raised
to be the best golfer in the world, and pos
sibly the best ever.
But can you imagine Tiger hitting
balls in the jungles of Borneo in between
giving private lessons fora pittance? I cer
tainly can't. And I think this is why so
many people in America don’t like Vijay
— he is the anti-Tiger.
Tiger was a superstar before he even
turned professional. He won his first
major (the Masters) at 21. Vijay was 30
when he joined the PGA Tour. Of course
Vijay won his first year ontour, but hecer
tainly wasn’t a superstar. He'd had suc
cess playing on the European Tour, but
nothing that ever indicated he would
someday become the best golfer in the
world.
And that is precisely why we should
be embracing Vijay. He is where he is
because of sheer hard work and determi
nation, an example that everyone can
relate to. You think thejungles of Borneo
gave a damn about Vijay's image? The
only way Vijay was going to make it was
tobecome the best golfer he couldbecome,
and this is precisely what he has done.
What is even more amazing is that he is
doing this inhis early 40s. No one has had
two seasons like Vijay's in his 40s. Not
Nicklaus, not Palmer, not Hogan. No one.
And to top it all off he is doing it in the
Tiger era.
Yet people claim that he is boring,
even going so far as to say that his being
the No. 1 golfer inthe world is bad forgolf
I say these people don't know what they
are talking about because their view is
America-centric. For example I know
firsthand that Vijay has done much to
increase interest in the game of golf in
India, with a certain Indian professional
going so far as to say that Vijay had given
him the self-belief to succeed.
Which brings me to another point,
one I'msurprised more people aren't talk
ing about. In a predominantly white
sport, the last two No. 1 golfers in the
world haven't been, well, white. This is a
development that can only be good for the
game globally. Yet instead of focusing on
the positive, people seemintent on finding
reasons to criticize Vijay. As a long-time
Vijay fan 1simply couldn't stay quiet any
longer. Here is a man who has painstak
ingly worked his way to the top, one ago
nizing step at a time. Let’s applaud him
for who he is, instead ofattemptingtotear
him down for who he isn't.

Newspaper
w riting
workshop
with the

Executive Editor of
the Appleton Post-Crescent
For all interested students
Mursell House
Saturday, Oct. 2
10 a.m. — noon

SPORTS
Men's soccer has successful
non-conference weekend
by Alex Week
Sports W riter

The LU men's soccer team fared
well in last weekend's competition
with two atypical foes.
Saturday saw them take on the
University of Chicago, the 17th
ranked team in Division III. Playing
at home, Chicago demonstrated exact
ly how they earned national recogni
tion by going up 3-0 by half.
Lawrence came back late in the
second half with goals from Lisandro
Lopez del Valle and Richard

Amankwah within three minutes of
each other to make it a 3-2 game.
Unfortunately, the equalizer couldn't
be produced and the team would have
to return home with only the thought
of what could have been.
Saturday's game at home against
Edgewood College had a significantly
different texture. The Vikings con
trolled play from the opening whistle
on.
Rodrigo Gomes scored in the 36th
minute and the game was pretty much
gravy thereafter. 10 minutes into the
second half, Klas Berghede scored off a

Cris Salvati cross — a play of beauty
paralleling the beauty of the wind in
the Rocky Mountains or perhaps a
mother robin feeding its young.
The second half was nothing short
of dominant for Lawrence as they outshot Edgewood 11-2 and gave up no
shots on goal. The game would finish
at the tally of 2-0 and mark goalkeep
er Matt Wolin's first career shutout.
The boys travel south to Knox and
Grinnell this weekend in hopes of
climbing from their current 8th place
in the conference.

Vikes go 14 at Compas leads LUwomento win
MWC crossover
by Alex Week

Sports W riter

by Andy York
Sports Editor

The Lawrence University volley
ball team went 1-4 against MWC
South Division teams at the MWC
Crossover Tournament at Beloit last
weekend. The Vikings win came
against Grinnell 3-2. The Vikings lost
to Knox 3-1 and Illinois College,
Monmouth, and Lake Forest all by 3-0
scores.
The Vikings’ win against Grinnell
was hard fought. The Vikings won in
five games with scores of 25-30,30-27,
30-27,18-30, and 15-10. Emily Stengl
led the Vikings in digs with 26. Ashley
Davis led the team in hitting percent
age at nearly 47 percent. She also led
the team in kills, with 17.
The Vikings are next in action
tomorrow at the St. Norbert
Tournament.

The Lawrence University women's
soccer team rode two goals from Sarah
Compas, and Tara McGovern's first
collegiate goal, to defeat Edgewood 3-1
in Appleton last Sunday. It was the
Vikings' first win of the year.
Compas scored her first goal only
2:40 into the game. Fellow senior
Greta Raaen picked up the assist.

Compas' second goal, unassisted, came
16 minutes later and put LU up 2-0.
Edgewood struck back in the sec
ond half, cutting the lead to 2-1 on a
goal by Samiera Kookasemkit, but Me
Govern scored nearly three minutes
later to again put LU up by two.
Candice Gangl picked up her first
win as a Viking, allowing one goal on
seven shots. The Vikings are next in
action this weekend with games at
Knox and Grinnell.
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Lawrence University

Football
Septem ber 25
Carroll 49
Lawrence 12

Men's soccer
Septem ber 26
Edgewood 0
Lawrence 2

Women's soccer
Septem ber 26
Edgewood 1
Lawrence 3

Tennis
Septem ber 28
UW-Oshkosh 8
Lawrence 1

Cross country
Septem ber 25
Roy Griak Invitational
Women 16
Men 33

STANDINGS
Football

%

Illinois C.
Lake Forest
St. Norbert
Monmouth
Carroll
Grinnell
Lawrence
Ripon
Beloit
Knox
photo by Alex Fairchild

Men's soccer

Sarah Compas scored two goals in Lawrence’s 3-1 win over
Edgewood

Vikes get run over by Pioneers
The Lawrence University football
team went down to Carroll College
last weekend looking for their sec
ond MWC victory and came home
with a 49-12 loss. The loss drops
LU to 1-3 on the season.
The Vikings fell behind early as
Carroll scored on the first posses
sion of the game. After an LU fum
ble, Carroll scored again and took a
14-0 lead after one quarter. Carroll
took their next two possessions in
for touchdowns after Viking punts,
and had a 28-0 lead at halftime,
having not been stopped once by
the LU defense.
After a Carroll fumble, LU scored
its first touchdown of the game
when Eric Aspenson threw a nineyard
touchdown
to
Chris
Kliethermes. The extra point was
then blocked, and the score was 286. Carroll would add two scores of
their own to make the score 42-6
after three quarters.
LUs final touchdown would come

from Adrell Bullock, who took it 34
yards to the house to put the score
at 49-12, and after another blocked
extra point, that was the final
score. The Vikings will take on

the Roy Griak invitational, held at
the University of Minnesota. The
Griak has teams competing in
every level from high school to
Division One. The women's team
was without their star Colleen
Detjens, who is injured, but still
took 16th place. The top Viking fin
isher was Catherine Frazier, who
finished 39th overall.
The men did not fare as well, fin
ishing 33rd overall. Paul Schonfeld
was the best LU finisher, taking
home 138th place. The next meet
for the Vikings is this Saturday at
the Ripon College Invitational.

by Andy York
Sport* Editor

Beloit College this week at 1:30 in
the Banta bowl.
X-country looks good at presti
gious Griak Invitational.
The Lawrence University women’s
cross country team looked good at

GET PAID A GUARANTEED
$2,500 US EVERY MONTH TO
START!
International company now hiring people between the ages of
18 to 25 to work part time!
Visit www.coyfs.com/support.html
for complete details.

Women's tennis gets smashed
The LU women's tennis team got
smashed by UW-Oshkosh 8-1 last
Tuesday. The lone point winner for
LU was Amy Gammon, who won
her third singles match in an
iryury default. The Vikings are
next at home against Wisconsin
Lutheran tomorrow morning at 9.

You look like you
need a hug. A n d a doc
tor. B u t y o u ’re only get
ting the hug.

Standings courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
All statistics are
accurate as of
29 September 2004.

3-0
3-0
3-0
2-1
2-1
1-2
1-3
1-3
0-3
0-3

Lake Forest
Beloit
St. Norbert
Carroll
Illinois College
Grinnell
Knox
Lawrence
Monmouth
Ripon

W LT
3 1 2
2 1 1
2 0 0
2 0 0
1 0 0
1 2 0
1 2 0
0 1 1
0 2 0
0 2 0

Women's soccer
Lake Forest
Carroll
Grinnell
Monmouth
St. Norbert
Illinois College
Beloit
Lawrence
Ripon
Knox

WLT
6 0 0
2 0 0
2 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 0
1 1 0
1 3 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 4 0

Volleyball
St Norbert
Beloit
Ripon
Carroll
Lawrence

5-0
4-1
4-1
2-3
1-4

Tennis
Carroll
Beloit
Lawrence
Ripon
St. Norbert

2-0
2-0
1-2
1-2
0-2

4-0
4-0
3-1
3-1
2-2
2-2
1-3
1-3
1-3
0-3

